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Introduction

Conestoga Rovers & Associates (CRA) was retained by the Regional Municipality of Waterloo
(Region) to provide detailed design and construction administration services for the
replacement of a baler and conveyor system (Project) at the Region's Material Recycling Centre
(MRC), located at the Waterloo Landfill Site property, 925 Erb Street West, Waterloo, Ontario
(Site).
As part of the Project, the Region applied for funding from the Continuous Improvement Fund
(CIF) program developed through a partnership among Waste Diversion Ontario (WDO), the
Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO), the City of Toronto, and Stewardship Ontario.
The Region's CIF application was based on production and energy efficiencies that could be
gained by upgrading to a more modern high efficiency baler that utilized more advanced
hydraulic and electrical design to lower operating costs. As part of this application CRA worked
with the Region to define and evaluate the Project efficiencies.
This report presents a brief review of the Project and provides a comparison of the efficiency
estimates undertaken as part of the application with actual measurements taken since the
baler began operating.
1.1

Background

The Region is located in Southern Ontario, and consists of seven local municipalities: the Cities
of Waterloo, Kitchener, and Cambridge; and the townships of Wellesley, Woolwich, Wilmot,
and North Dumfries. The Region has a population of approximately 563,000 people. The
Project Site is located in the City of Waterloo within the boundary of the Waterloo Landfill Site
that serves the Region. The MRC operates as a hub for blue box material collected in the
Region with papers, film plastic, and fibres being transferred to another processing facility while
the remaining blue box materials (including metals, plastics, Tetrapak, and glass) are
separated/sorted and baled.
The MRC was originally constructed in 1990 and commissioned in 1991. The baler has been
upgraded twice during that time. In 2011, Region staff identified that it would be strategic to
upgrade the baler to improve operations, decrease running costs, and before significant repairs
were necessary.
The former baler was a Harris Gorilla baler (Former Baler) that had been in operation since its
installation in 1999. The Region wished to upgrade this baler as well as the infeed conveyor
belt and wire tie system with one that was capable of processing and baling similar volumes of
materials with similar densities, but with lower operating costs. The Region also wished to have
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the option to bale fibre materials in the event that markets or contracts changed. Following a
Request for Proposal (RFP) process the Region selected a Harris HRB baler (New Baler) to be
supplied and installed at the MRC as an upgrade to the Former Baler.
The baler was, and continues to be, fed by a steel pan conveyor (infeed conveyor) that is
located in a pit and is initially horizontal before inclining upwards to the top of a large feed
hopper around the baler chamber. This infeed conveyor was replaced during this project with a
similar design but with several optimisations to improve operations. Optimizations included a
larger motor to reduce maintenance and un-scheduled down time due to breakdowns, and
re-designed sidewalls and material chutes to reduce material spillage and subsequent clean up
labour.

Section 2.0
2.1

Project Description and Objectives

Description

The recycling of materials through the Blue Box program and processes within the MRC aids in
diverting materials from the Region's Waterloo Landfill Site, which is the sole active landfill
within the Region. One of the Region's key Strategic Focus items is to "protect and enhance the
environment". The Region is continually looking for improvements to the MRC to further
reduce the energy use and resulting greenhouse gas emissions associated with the processing
of recyclables and the impacts of landfilling. This aligns with the Region's strategic objectives
of:
•

Integrating environmental considerations into the Region's decision-making

•

Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and work to improve air quality

•

Reducing the amount of waste going to landfill

The Region uses an asset management/life cycle approach for considering the timing of
replacing or upgrading large equipment. The reasoning for upgrading the baler, which is
defined as an asset, was assessed using the asset management decision making process. The
results of this process summarized that the baler is a key piece of equipment at the MRC and
that its upgrading would be key to improving operational efficiency. In addition if the baler was
operated to complete failure (i.e., the baler was to break down completely), then the lead time
to replace it would be approximately 6 to 9 months, which would lead to a significant service
level interruption. As a result, Region staff identified that the timing of the baler upgrade was
strategic.
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Objective

Benefits of an upgraded baler and infeed conveyor system were identified as:
•

Reducing the number of hauls of baled material due to increased bale densities

•

Improve bale processing time with faster cycle times

•

Reduced energy use per bale due to efficient hydraulic systems and the ability to operate
the baler using only one of two motors during periods of lower production

•

Operational savings associated with reduced bale wire usage and bale wire gage

•

Increased efficiency with the automation of baling, with the option to run in fully auto,
semi-auto or manual modes

•

Reduced time spent by the operator on the operator platform

•

Reduced clean up time due to improvements in conveyor sidewall and chute design

•

Less maintenance time required because of newer equipment

•

Reduced down time due to newer, more advanced materials and construction of the baler

The key objectives with regards to monitoring the efficacy of the upgraded baler included:
•

Energy efficiency/savings from an operational perspective

•

Density of the new bales

•

Savings related to bale wires

•

Machine speed and impact on overall operations

2.3

Timeline

A timeline of the Project milestones is presented in Table 1 below
Table 1:

Project Milestones

Project Task
Monitoring/Metering of the Former Baler
Delivery of the New Baler and conveyor system to the Site
Decommissioning of the Former Baler and the associated
conveyor system
Installation of the New Baler and associated conveyor
system
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Project Milestones

Project Task
Commissioning of the New Baler and conveyor system
Project Completion
Monitoring/Metering of the New Baler
2.4

Date
Late November 2013 – Mid
December 2013
Late February 2014
March, June, and October 2014

Monitoring Parameters (Baler Upgrade Selection Process)

Prior to the purchase of the new baler a comparison review of potential options was conducted
to identify energy efficient balers with the power and durability to meet both the Region's
production and operational objectives and their energy and the environmental objectives. The
following monitoring parameters were chosen based on the key objectives, presented in
Section 2.2, with regards to monitoring the efficacy of the upgraded baler.
2.4.1

Energy Efficiency

The energy use of the Former Baler was compared to similar data provided by the
manufacturer of one of the proposed replacement balers, used as a representative standard
baler, (Proposed Baler) in order to estimate the reduction in energy use by upgrading to a more
modern, energy efficient baler. This estimate was part of the justification for undertaking the
baler upgrade project.
In order to evaluate the energy savings achievable by upgrading the baler the following steps
were completed:
•

Monitor the energy use of the Former Baler

•

Compare with the estimated energy use of the Proposed Baler with data provided by the
manufacturer

•

Monitor the New Baler three times in the first year of operation and compare these results
with the estimated energy use

2.4.2

Bale Density

The bale density is an important parameter that was considered for each potential new baler.
The ability to create bales of similar or greater density to those of the Former Baler affects the
ability to handle, store, and transport the baled material.
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In order to evaluate the operational effort savings due to increased bale density, the bale
densities of various materials were compared between the Former Baler and the New Baler.
The Site Acceptance Test involved the weighing of various baled materials and comparing them
with typical bale weights of these materials for the former baler so these values were used for
the evaluation.
2.4.3

Bale Wire

The amount and gauge of wire used to tie up a bale has an impact on the operational costs and
on the overall resource use of the MRC. If the amount of wire used can be reduced then the
environmental impact of the Facility is reduced. In order to evaluate the savings due to the use
of wire, the amount and gauge (thickness) of wire used between the former and new baler was
compared.
2.4.4

Operational Efficiency

There are many operational features and costs associated with balers that were taken into
consideration in determining potential efficiencies to justify the upgrading of the Former Baler.
These include the speed with which the potential new balers produce bales, the ability to work
in automatic mode (auto mode), reduced clean up around the baler due to changes in design,
and the maintenance requirements and costs.
The baler speed impacts the overall operating cost of the baler by determining how many bales
can be produced in a given period but also how long the operator needs to be supervising the
baler, and how long equipment around the baler, such as the infeed conveyor, need to operate
in order to bale a given amount of material. A greater baler speed can potentially increase
baling efficiency and capacity, and decrease operational costs. The baling speed was evaluated
through a direct comparison of the rates at which the Former Baler and the New Baler produce
bales of material.
The ability of a baler to be run on auto mode can potentially create operational efficiencies by
requiring less oversight by an operator and by eliminating operator errors. In order to evaluate
these potential efficiencies, the operator activities when running the New Baler were
monitored during operation to determine the speed and efficiency of the baler as well as the
amount of time spent operating the machine. Monitoring was performed over the course of
the first year of operation, as some efficiencies were not expected to be realized immediately
upon installation of the New Baler.
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Monitoring Approach

Energy Efficiency

The monitoring for energy efficiency consists of metering the energy usage of the baler while in
operation. This was completed for all balers used in the comparison by attaching a Fluke 1735
power meter to the electrical feed of the baler.
The monitoring of the Former Baler occurred in March 2013 when it was still in operation at the
MRC. During this metering event a manufacturer representative installed the meter and
collected readings whilst certain materials were baled. Readings were also collected while the
baler was idle to measure the idling power use. For comparison purposes, energy use
information for the Proposed Baler was also provided to the Region.
Following installation and commissioning, the New Baler was monitored in:
•

March 2014

•

June 2014

•

October 2014

•

March 2015

The purpose of monitoring during three separate periods of the year was to account for the
influence of seasonal fluctuations in energy use. Seasonal changes may influence the energy
use by causing changes to the material composition, material moisture content, material
volume, and ambient temperature. The MRC is an unconditioned building and its internal
temperature varies with the season. Following the monitoring events it was noted that the
material composition, moisture content and energy use of the baler appeared to be relatively
consistent.
The three monitoring events each had a different time interval (measurement interval) for the
data collection. For the March monitoring event the measured interval was set at 5 minutes
and the recorded data included the instantaneous voltage, amperage and power. This
approach provided an indication of the average energy usage of the New Baler over multiple
days but the measurement interval was too large to provide detailed information about
individual baling events.
To provide more detailed information on individual baling events, the measurement interval
was reduced to 5 seconds for the June monitoring event. This increased the level of detail that
was collected. The measurement interval was reduced further down to one second for the
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October monitoring event. This provided detailed information including energy use for each
bale being produced.
By undertaking three distinct monitoring events and utilizing different measurement intervals,
insight into the energy use of the New Baler was obtained. The 5-minute measurement interval
illustrated the operating patterns of the baler, in particular the operating hours and the average
energy use based on multiple days of data. The 5-second measurement interval illustrated the
high energy use periods when bales are made and provided more detail on the fluctuations of
the instantaneous power during operation. The 1-second measurement interval illustrated in
more detail the peaks in energy use while the baler was compacting the material, which is most
helpful for calculating the energy used per bale cycle.
The following data was collected during three monitoring events.
Table 2:

Energy Use for New Baler

Average energy use for an 8.5 hour day
March
June
October

764.54 kilowatt-hour (kWh)
730.41 kWh
787.41 kWh

Average energy to make 1 bale

6.82 kWh

Average power use when idling
June
October

84.50 kW
83.18 kW

(A March number for idling is not available due to the large measurement interval)

The annual energy use was calculated based on the data collected. Each seasonal result has
been taken to represent a 4-month period of the year and the annual energy use is based on
the MRC operating 8.5 hours per day, 5 days per week, and 52 weeks per year. The baler is run
on all statutory holidays except for Christmas and New Year and then it is run on overtime to
catch up on those missed days.
Table 3:

Annual Energy Use for New Baler

Annual Energy Use
Daily operating hours per day
Total operating days per year
January to April operating days
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Annual Energy Use for New Baler

Annual Energy Use
Energy used in these 4 months
May to August operating days
Energy used in these 4 months
September to December operating days
Energy used in these 4 months

65,750.44 kWh
87
63,545.67 kWh
87
68,504.67 kWh

Annual Energy Used

197,801 kWh

To follow up from these prescribed monitoring sessions a further test was carried out with one
of the main motors turned off. Operating with only one of the main motors is an option for
periods when the material flow is lower and so the baling speed is less critical.
The final monitoring event was completed on March 27, 2015, using the same method of
measuring the power as in the previous tests but only one of the main 100 horsepower (Hp)
baler motors were switched on.
The following data was collected.
Table 4:

Energy Use for New Baler (One Motor)

Average energy use for an 8.5 hour day
Average energy to make 1 bale
Average power use when idling

523kWh
6.77kWh
53.53kW

The annual energy use was estimated based on the data collected, with the baler running on
one motor. The average energy use per day was taken to be representative and the annual
energy use is based on the MRC operating 8.5 hours per day, 5 days per week, and 52 weeks
per year. The baler is run on all statutory holidays except for Christmas and New Year and then
it is run on overtime to catch up on those missed days.
Table 5:

Annual Energy Use for New Baler (One Motor)

Annual Energy Use
Daily operating hours per day
Total operating days per year

8.5 hours
260 days

Annual Energy Estimate
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Bale Density

The monitoring of the bale density was completed as part of the Site Acceptance Test (SAT)
performed on December 18, 2013. Bales of each material type were weighed and compared to
average bale weights collected from the Former Baler. The weights of the bales are shown in
Table 6 and compared to Former Baler average bale weights.
Table 6:

Bale Densities from New Baler

Material

New Baler

HDPE

725 lbs (329 kg)

PET

725 lbs (329 kg)

Mixed Plastics

650 lbs (295 kg)

Tetrapak

600 lbs (272 kg)

Used Beverage Containers (UBCs)

750 lbs (340 kg)

Thermofoil

575 lbs (261 kg)

Styrofoam

600 lbs (272 kg)

Residue

720 lbs (327 kg)

Average

668 lbs (303 kg)

3.3

Bale Wire

The installation of the New Baler included the installation of a new wire-tie system, which uses
a different amount and gauge of wire for tying bales than that of the Former Baler wire tie. The
Former Baler used 3 loops of 10 gauge wire each time that it wrapped a tie around a bale. By
comparison the New Baler uses 2 loops of 12 gauge wire per tie around the bale. Both balers
utilize the same number of ties per bale, this varies by material type and is typically between 4
and 6 ties per bale. The gauge of the wire describes its thickness, 12 gauge wire has a diameter
of 2.0525 millimetres (mm) and 10 gauge wire a diameter of 2.5882 mm. Table 7 summarizes
the wire usage of the New Baler in comparison to the Former Baler.
Table 7:

Bale Wire Use for New Baler

Loops per tie
Wire gauge
Diameter of wire
Ties per bale
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Operational Efficiency

The operational efficiency of the New Baler was measured in two ways. First the speed of the
baler was judged by the average number of bales produced per day. Secondly the percentage
of daily time that the baler operator needed to spend on the baler platform actively operating
the baler and producing bales was assessed. An enhanced automatic mode and improved
controls could mean that the operator needs to spend less time on the baler platform and so
can dedicate more time to feeding the baler and clean up.
3.4.1

Baler Speed

The New Baler has averaged 40 bales per day in 2014. This data was compiled by Region staff
and represents an average over changing seasons and operating conditions based on the MRC
operating data.
3.4.2

Automatic Mode

The New Baler has an enhanced semi-automatic and fully automatic mode compared to the
Former Baler. This means the baler can run and produce bales relatively unsupervised, with
operator intervention only needed to change the baler between different infeed material types.
Region staff assessed the time usage of the baler operator and provided a breakdown of their
time spent completing various tasks around the baler. This effort was assessed for the New
Baler at several times during 2014. The overall results are presented below.
Table 8:

Baler Operator Time for New Baler

Activity
On the operator platform
Loading the in-feed conveyor
Cleaning activities, moving bales, and other
work
3.4.3

New Baler
10 percent
50 percent
40 percent

Maintenance

The Region set up a preventative maintenance contract with the installation contractor, Carr
Industrial Inc. (Carr). The Region and Carr agreed to complete monthly inspections of the baler
for the first year, with more detailed inspections and preventative maintenance activities to be
completed on a quarterly basis. It is anticipated that the frequency of the baler inspections will
be reduced following the first year of operations.
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Following discussions with the manufacturer in March 2014, the Region provided GFL with
daily, monthly and annual checklists (provided in the Harris Equipment baler manual). The
baler operator is responsible for completing routine checks and completing the forms. It is
anticipated that the routine inspections, which include minor preventative maintenance,
general cleanup around the baler components, and periodic cleaning of parts will reduce the
need for maintenance and repairs.

Section 4.0
4.1

Monitoring Results and Discussion

Electrical Efficiency

The data collected for the Former Baler and that provided for the Proposed Baler was used in
the CIF application for the Project submitted by the Region in the Spring of 2013. Based on
actual energy use measurements collected, a comparison of the Former Baler and the New
Baler results is shown below.
Table 9:

Comparison of Energy Use and Costs

Average Energy per
Bale
Average Idling
Instantaneous
Power
Daily Energy Use
Annual Energy Use
per Year
Cost of Total Annual
Energy Use per Year

Former Baler
(30.5 bales/day)
11.85 kWh

Former Baler
(40 bales/day)
11.85 kWh

New Baler
(40 bales/day)
6.82 kWh

Actual % of
Former Baler
58%

60 kW

60 kW

83.84 kW

140%

623.85 kWh

708 kWh

760.79 kWh

108%

162,201 kWh

184,080 kWh

197,801 kWh

107%

$17,842.11

$20,248.80

$21,758.5

107%

Notes:
Previous calculations for Former Baler were completed using 30.5 bales in 8 hours, calculations were updated for
40 bales and 8.5 hours.
Annual Energy Use per year based on daily energy use multiplied by the number of working days in a year
(260days).
Costs are based on $0.11/kWh for electricity.

As shown in Table 2 the New Baler uses about 58 percent of the energy per bale that the
Former Baler used. The updated hydraulics and control systems of the New Baler are more
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efficient such that the baler requires less energy to make each bale. The installation of the New
Baler has resulted in energy use savings to the Region on a per bale basis.
The calculated daily energy use for the New Baler is above that of the Former Baler when both
are compared at the production efficiency of the New Baler (e.g., 40 bales per day). There are
several factors to consider when comparing the daily energy use of the New Baler and the
Former Baler. The monitoring events for New Baler included the load of the new infeed
conveyor motor (approximately 15 Hp). It is understood that the energy use of the former
infeed conveyor was not included in the energy measurements for the Former Baler. Secondly,
the Former Baler had a 150 Hp motor while the New Baler has two 100 Hp motors. With the
increased horsepower of the New Baler its energy use over an equal amount of time is
expected to be above that of the Former Baler. The New Baler has the advantage of being able
to operate with both or only one of its motors during periods of light use to reduce energy
usage. This is a new feature of the New Baler that was not available for the Former Baler with
its single 150 Hp motor. To understand the effectiveness of this new feature the Region also
undertook a monitoring event with the baler running only one of the two main 100 Hp motors.
When running on one motor, the energy per bale was very similar to using two motors
(6.82 kWh for two motors compared to 6.77 kWh for one motor) and so is also approximately
58 percent lower than the Former Baler. The similarities are due to the overall energy
requirements to compress a bale being relatively constant but the variable in this case is time.
When running on two motors the increased Hp available means that each bale is made more
quickly as the baler can generate the required pressure more quickly. This pressure is needed
each time the main ram is moved forward to compress materials and so by running only one
motor the baler has half the available Hp to reach the required pressure and so the ram is
moved more slowly. This slower cycling of the ram adds to the overall time to make a bale.
Bales are formed by repeatedly compressing layers of material in the bale chamber to create
even compression throughout the whole bale. This means that the main ram cycles back and
forth repeatedly to create one bale. Materials with a strong resistance to remaining in the bale
shape after compression (such as HDPE) may require the main ram to cycle 6 or 7 times or
more before a full size bale is created, depending of the flow of material into the baler.
The advantage of running on only one motor is that the idling energy usage overall is lower,
particularly when material flow is light and fewer bales are being made. As can be seen in
Table 10, the average idling instantaneous power use when using one motor is 36 percent less
the power used when using two motors.
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Comparison of New Baler with One or Two Motors Running
New Baler - Two
Motors
(40 bales/day)
6.82 kWh

New Baler – One
Motor
(40 bales/day)
6.77 kWh

Percentage Lower for
New Baler – One
Motor
0.73%

83.84 kW

53.53 kW

36.15%

Daily Energy Use

760.79 kWh

523 kWh

31.26%

Annual Energy Use per
Year
Cost of Total Annual
Energy Use per Year

197,801 kWh

135,977 kWh

31.26%

$21,758.5

$14,957.40

31.26%

Average Energy per
Bale
Average Idling
Instantaneous Power

Notes:
Calculations were based on averaging 40 bales and 8.5 hours.
Annual Energy Use per year based on daily energy use multiplied by the number of working days in a year
(260 days).
Costs are based on $0.11/kWh for electricity.

The estimated average annual energy use of using only one motor is approximately 31 percent
less than when using two motors to run the baler. This is also approximately 16 percent less
than the Former Baler used in an average year ($14,957.40 compared to $17,842.11 for the
Former Baler). It is unlikely that it is practical for the New Baler to be run on one motor for long
periods of time as the material flows of the MRC mean that the faster cycle times of running
with two motors is needed to keep up with the baler demands. However, during periods of low
incoming material flows or during off-peak periods when the baler has been operating at full
capacity and there is little material in the bunkers that needs to be baled, switching to one
motor could be an effective energy saving measure.
This gives the Region the operational flexibility to prioritize baling speed and capacity or energy
use as needed. The operator can vary the motor use as the daily needs of the MRC vary
throughout the year.
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Bale Density

A comparison of the bale densities of the Former Baler and New Baler are shown below.
Table 11:

Comparison of Bale Densities

Material

Former Baler

New Baler

HDPE

650 pounds (lbs) (295
kilograms (kg)

725 lbs (329 kg)

PET

650 lbs (295 kg)

725 lbs (329 kg)

Mixed Plastics

600 lbs (272 kg)

650 lbs (295 kg)

Tetrapak

550 lbs(250 kg)

600 lbs (272 kg)

Used Beverage Containers
(UBCs)

700 lbs (317 kg)

750 lbs (340 kg)

Thermofoil

500 lbs (228 kg)

575 lbs (261 kg)

Styrofoam

500 lbs (228 kg)

600 lbs (272 kg)

Residue

650 lbs (295 kg)

720 lbs (327 kg)

Average

600 lbs (272 kg)

668 lbs (303 kg)

The SAT showed that the New Baler is producing bales that are approximately 11 percent
heavier on average than the Former Baler when set up to the same bale size parameters and
using the typical Region material mix. This additional performance meets the Region's needs
for speed and density and helps decrease the effort needed to store and ship the bales. As the
bales are more dense less forklift movements are needed to move the bales from the baler to
the storage area and the bales take up less room when stored. The higher density also means
that a truck can be loaded with bales more quickly as less bales are needed to reach the truck
capacity.
It is noted that Green for Life (GFL) has been contracted to operate the Waterloo MRC, and
therefore the cost savings due to operational improvements are not directly received by the
Region. However in the fall of 2014 the Region re-tendered the operations of the MRC through
a public tendering process and so these increased operating parameters were considered in the
pricing of this tender. The operations contract was tendered using an overall operating price
model and so it is not possible to itemize any savings directly.
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Bale Wire

As discussed in Section 3.3, the New Baler reduces wire use by using a shorter length of wire
per bale and by using a thinner gauge of wire. Table 12 compares the wire use for the Former
and New Baler.
Table 12:

Comparison of Bale Wire Use
Former Baler
3
10
3.251
5

New Baler
2
12
2.642
5

Units

11.43
3,676.5
40

7.62
1,618.7
40

metre
grams
bales

Average wire per day

147.1

64.7

Kg

Average wire use per year

38,235

16,835

Kg

$51,288.95

$22,582.09

Loops per tie
Wire gauge
diameter of wire
Average ties per bale
Length of wire in a tie
Weight of wire in a bale
Average number of bales per day

Average cost per year

mm

Notes:
Wire gauge based on Standard Wire Gauge.
Cost of Wire based on a quotation from L&P Wire Tie.

As summarized in Table 12, the New Baler uses only 42 of the wire used by the Former Baler in
an average year. This is a significant reduction in resource use and contributes to a reduction in
the overall operating cost. As described above, these costs are part of the overall operating
costs for the MRC that is paid by the Region to GFL under their operating contract. It should be
noted that the cost of wire varies dramatically based on the cost of steel and the US Dollar
exchange rate so the costs presented are indicative only.
4.4

Operational Efficiency

4.4.1

Baler Speed

The Former Baler produced an average of 30.5 bales per day. This data was collected from the
baler logs kept by the operator and Region staff and represents an average over different
seasons and operating conditions. The New Baler has averaged 40 bales per day in 2014. This
data was again compiled by Region staff and represents an average over changing seasons and
operating conditions. This increase in number of bales per day may be attributed to the
increased speed of the New Baler, or the operating efficiency, which is discussed below.
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Automatic Mode

The New Baler has an enhanced semi-automatic and fully automatic mode compared to the
Former Baler. This means the baler can run and produce bales relatively unsupervised, with
operator intervention only needed to change the baler between different infeed material types.
Region staff assessed the time usage of the baler operator and provided a breakdown of their
time spent completing various tasks around the baler. This effort was assessed for the Former
Baler prior to installing the New Baler and was assessed for the New Baler at several times
during 2014. The overall results are presented below.
Table 13:

Comparison of Baler Operator Time

Activity
On the operator platform
Loading the in-feed conveyor
Cleaning activities, moving
bales, and other work

Former Baler
75 percent
25 percent
-

New Baler
10 percent
50 percent
40 percent

With the baler operator spending significantly less time on the operating platform, the operator
is free to dedicate more time to loading the infeed conveyor to ensure the baler is operating at
a higher efficiency and maximizing the number of bales produced per day. In addition the
operator has time to perform other activities, such as general housekeeping and bale storage,
that help the baling operation run more smoothly and efficiently.
The combination of the higher baling speed of the New Baler and the increased time available
to the baler operator to making sure the infeed conveyor is full of material has allowed the
average bales per day to increase by more than 30 percent since the New Baler was installed.
The added benefit is that the operating area around the baler is now cleaner and maintenance
activities take less time as they do not need to clean away debris and they can identify any
problems more quickly.
4.4.3

Maintenance

Carr has continued to provide monthly preventative maintenance inspections of the New Baler
during its first year of operation. This has helped the Region to track maintenance parameters
of the equipment, such as bolt tightness, the effectives of oil seals, and the operating
temperature of various components. This is in addition to the daily and weekly preventative
maintenance that GLF staff provide as part of their standard operating procedures. As the baler
was under warranty for this period, and replacement parts needed were covered under the
warranty and so the maintenance costs were limited to the monthly inspections. This
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parameter will continue to be tracked by Region staff to assess the maintenance costs
compared to the Former Baler now that the New Baler continues to operate beyond the
warranty period.
4.5

Overall

Overall the baling performance of the MRC has increased on several fronts. The New Baler is
outperforming the Former Baler in all of the following categories:
•

Higher bale speed

•

Lower energy use per bale

•

Increased bale density

•

Lower wire usage per bale

•

Reduced operator time

This increased performance is providing direct and in-direct cost savings to the Region and is
lowering the environmental impact of the MRC in several ways. The New baler also provides
the flexibility to focus on increased baler speed and capacity or to reduce speeds and lower
energy costs during periods of lighter demand. In all of these measures the New Baler has met,
and in most cases exceeded, the Region's goals for the project.
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